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Steve (Istvan) Preda chairs two 
executive peer groups with Vistage 
International in the Richmond, Virgina 
area and he helps CEOs and executives 
reach the next level of success, 
autonomy and fulfillment. 

Before moving to Richmond in 2012, he 
had built and sold a leading M&A 
consulting firm in Central Europe. Steve 
sat on the boards of several European 
companies and of IMAP Inc., a global 
investment-banking network. 
He started his career with KPMG in 
London and later ran the PR and 
Corporate Finance departments of 
ABN AMRO Bank in Hungary.

He graduated with a Bachelor's degree 
in accounting and holds professional 
qualifications from the CFA Institute 
and the leading Canadian and UK 
accountancy bodies; and had studied in 
the Netherlands and Greece. Steve is a 
licensed investment banker in the 
United States. 

Steve lives with his wife and four 
children in Glen Allen, Virginia and in 
his free time coaches little league soccer 
and plays tennis. 

Shane Burnette is Co-Founder and 
Partner of Perkinson Homes and RVA 
Restoration and Vice President of James 
River Exteriors, responsible for overall 
corporate strategy. He helped accelerate 
Perkinson Homes to becoming one of 
the fastest growing Richmond 
companies in 2015.

Mr. Burnette earned his Bachelor of 
Science in Business Administration 
from Bridgewater College and was a 
member of the Lamda Honor Society. 
He played varsity basketball, and in 
2001, was Team Captain and All Old 
Dominion Athletic Conference 
Performer. In 2015, Shane was 
recognized by Style Weekly as a Top 40 
Under 40 personality in Central 
Virginia.

Burnette is also a supporter of sports 
programs for youth, including Team 
Richmond AAU Basketball and the 
Massey Cancer Center.

Shane, his wife Lindsey, also an 
entrepreneur, and their two children live 
in Chesterfield.  

David Quick is a Vistage chair, speaker 
and Culture Index licensee, in 
Bloomington Indiana.

After receiving his BS in mathematics 
from the United States Naval Academy, 
David served eight years active duty as 
a Surface Warfare Officer, including 
deployment during Desert Storm and as 
an Instructor at the United States 
Naval Academy. 

David has over 20 years of sales and 
marketing experience in the medical 
diagnostic marketplace, working for 
companies including Bayer 
Corporation, Johnson & Johnson, 
Boehringer-Mannheim and Roche 
Diagnostics Corporation; he has broad 
experience in both small and large 
companies.

Highlights include: CEO of two early-
stage companies, Vivax Medical 
Corporation and HydroMassage, 
helping them achieve rapid growth 
within 6 months. He also served as 
Executive Vice President of Sales & 
Marketing of CCS Medical Holdings, 
Inc. which grew from $85MM to over 
$500MM during a 4 year tenure.

David lives in Bloomington with his 
wife and two sons.
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The moon landing was an audacious 
dream that was realized with a goal and 
a plan. It stands as living proof that 
virtually any dream can be materialized 
with a strong desire, an appropriate 
plan and people who persist until they 
get the job done. 
 

Our role as entrep coaches is to help 
you articulate your audacious dream, 
assist you in creating a blue print for its 
achievement, and help you navigate and 
stay the course until you make this 
dream a reality.

PUTTING MEN ON THE MOON
“We will put a man on the moon by the end of the decade and return him safely 
to earth.” – proclaimed JFK in 1961. He did not live to see �, but his vision was 
fulfilled when on July 21, 1969 Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin stepped on the 
surface of the wh�e planet.
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Carl Rogers

exam. Over time coaching became a term to describe 
the process of transporting people from where they 
are to where they want to be.

COACHING IN ANTIQUITY

Although not called that, the concept of coaching had 
been around since prehistoric times. The older or 
more skilled taught the young how to hunt, cook, and 
paint pictures on cave walls. In medieval cities, 
craftsmen formed associations based on their trades 
called guilds, the founders of which were free 

Executive Coa�ing is a “young” profession, and companies only started 
embracing � in the 1990’s. Intrigued to discover how � evolved, I was 

�o�ed to find �s roots going ba� to prehistoric times. I hope you will 
find this Coa�ing Story as enjoyable to read as I did dig�ng � up.

 
COACHING

THE BIRTH OF

SO WHAT IS COACHING? 

According to Anthony Grant, coaching psychologist: 
“Coaching is a goal-directed, results-oriented, 
systematic process in which one person facilitates 
sustained change in another individual or group, 
through fostering the self-directed learning and 
personal growth of the coachee.”

The first use of the term “coaching” was recorded in 
the 1830’s, at Oxford University, as a slang expression 
referring to a tutor that “carried” a student through an 

Socrates Sigmund Freud Ivan Pavlov

FROM SOCRATES TO LEONARD independent master craftsmen who hired and 
coached apprentices. (An important result of the guild 
framework was the emergence of universities at 
Bologna, Paris, and Oxford around the year 1200.)

SOCRATIC METHOD
A more sophisticated form of coaching, aimed at 
inspiring greater understanding and awareness, 
started emerging from Aesop’s Fables in the sixth 
century B.C. and from religious texts such as the 
Parables of the New Testament. Socrates (469–399 
B.C.) appears to have been practicing a form of 
coaching by asking questions to challenge commonly 
held truths that shape beliefs, to determine their 
consistency with other beliefs. This “Socratic method” 
is a form of inquiry and discussion between 
individuals based on asking and answering questions 
to stimulate critical thinking and illuminate ideas, 
which is also practiced by modern day coaches.

SPORTS COACHING IN ATHENS
In sports, coaching dates back to the Ancient Olympic 
Games. In order to qualify for the Games, competitors 
had to undergo a minimum of ten months of 
intensive physical training. Some attempted this 

grueling ordeal on their own, but most athletes hired 
a personal trainer, who were often ex-athletes and 
many had a reputation for being harsh, even cruel. 
The hardest trainers were often the most highly 
sought after, as it was believed that they would drive 
their subjects to excellence. 

ROOTS IN PSYCHOLOGY

One of the major influences on coaching comes from 
Psychology, a branch of the Social Sciences. The 
history of the social sciences begins at age Age of 
Enlightenment, after 1650, and was impacted by the 
Industrial Revolution and the French Revolution. The 
Social Sciences were also influenced by positivism, 
that focused on actual positive sense experience and 
on avoiding negative-, including metaphysical 
speculation.

The origins of Psychology dates back to the ancient 
civilizations of Egypt, Greece, China, India, and 
Persia, all of which engaged in the philosophical study 
of psychology. Greek philosophers, including Thales, 
Plato and Aristotle, addressed the workings of the 
mind. In China, psychological understanding grew 

George Leonard Timothy Gallwey Thomas J. LeonardAbraham Maslow

The hardest trainers were often the 
most highly sought after, as � was 
believed that they would drive their 
subjes to excellence. 

Socrates has been praicing 
a form of coa�ing by a�ing 
�estions to �allenge commonly 
held truths that �ape beliefs. 
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from the philosophical works of Lao-Tzu and 
Confucius, and later from the doctrines of Buddhism. 
This body of knowledge involves insights drawn from 
introspection and observation, as well as techniques 
for focused thinking and acting. It frames the universe 
as a division of, and interaction between, physical 
reality and mental reality, with an emphasis on 
purifying the mind in order to increase virtue and 
power. Distinctions in types of awareness appear in 
the ancient thought of India, influenced by Hinduism.

Modern Psychology studies behavior and mental 
processes, seeking to capture explanatory 
generalizations about the mental function and overt 
behavior of individuals.

FREUD AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
One influential branch of Psychology that influenced 
coaching was Psychoanalysis, developed by Sigmund 
Freud and Josef Bauer in the 1980’s. Freud realized that 
there were mental processes that were not conscious, 
while working as a neurological consultant at the 
Children’s Hospital in Vienna. 

Psychoanalysis contended that human attitude, 
mannerism, experience and thought are influenced by 
irrational drives rooted in the subconscious; and 
psychological resistance (defensiveness) must be 
bypassed to bring these drives into awareness and 
thus overcome negative or unhelpful perceptions and 
behaviors.

PAVLOV’S DOG AND BEHAVIORISM
In reaction to the traditional approaches to 
Psychology, which made it difficult to make testable 
predictions – including the Freudian view of the role 
of unconscious processes – the school of Behaviorism 
focused on an individual’s observable behavior. Its 
main influences came from Ivan Pavlov, who had 

articulated the concept of conditioned reflex. Pavlov 
had learned that if a buzzer was sounded every time 
when food was presented to his dog, the animal 
would eventually salivate without the food, on 
hearing the buzzer.

ROOTS IN MANAGEMENT 

The main driver of Executive Coaching has been the 
evolving field of Management Theory. 

CLASSICAL PERSPECTIVE
The classical perspective of management emerged 
from the Industrial Revolution and focuses on the 
efficiency, productivity and output of employees, as 
well as of the organization as a whole. This school of 
thought sought to improve productivity through 
measurable, data-driven methods and the essential 
management functions of planning, organizing, 
leading and controlling, and ignored human desires 
and needs in the workplace. The modern-day 
practitioners of this perspective are called process 
improvement consultants.

HUMAN RELATIONS MOVEMENT
Researchers of the Human Relations Movement of 
the early 20 century started documenting ways how 
business value is created by the strategic management 
of the workforce. The HR Movement’s leading figures 
were Frederick W. Taylor, who coined “scientific 
management”, focusing on improving manufacturing 
efficiency through labor productivity. Meanwhile in 
England, Charles S. Myers founded the National 
Institute of Industrial Psychology, studying industrial 
practices, as well as unexpected problems among 
soldiers that surfaced during WW I. 

In the Hawthorne Studies, conducted in 1924–32 in a 
Western Electric factory outside Chicago, Elton Mayo 
and Fritz Roethlisberger found that workers were more 
motivated by the type of people they worked with on 
a team and the interest their managers took in their 
work. Their physical environment, such as lighting, 
and clean, or organized workstations, that the 
researchers had intended to inspect, made less of a 
difference.

MASLOW’S PYRAMID
A few years later, in 1943, Abraham Maslow created his 
Hierarchy of Needs, a pyramid that showed that 
workers were motivated by a series of lower-level to 
higher-level needs. This theory has furthered the 
understanding of soft factors of employee motivation, 
such as goal setting and team involvement.

COACHING’S PRE-BIRTH YEARS

GESTALT THERAPY
In the 1940’s and 50’s Fritz and Laura Perls developed 
Gestalt therapy, a new conceptual base for helping 
professionals. Gestalt therapy was influenced by 
Gestalt psychology, eastern religions, psychoanalysis, 
experimental theatre, system theory and field theory. 
(Gestalt psychology holds, that our brain is capable to 
generate whole forms, instead of just collections of 
simpler and unrelated elements: “the whole is other 
than the sum of the parts”.) The objective of Gestalt 

therapy is to enable the client to become more fully 
and creatively alive, free from the blocks and 
unfinished business that may diminish satisfaction, 
fulfillment and growth, and to experiment with new 
ways of being.

HUMANISTIC PHILOSOPHY
One of humanistic psychology's early sources was the 
work of Carl Rogers, who was strongly influenced by 
Otto Rank, who broke with Freud in the mid-1920s. 
Rogers coined the term “actualizing tendency”, which 
eventually led Abraham Maslow to study self-
actualization as one of the needs of humans. Rogers 
and Maslow introduced this positive, humanistic 
psychology in response to what they viewed as the 
overly pessimistic view of psychoanalysis. In the late 
1930s, psychologists turned to uniquely human issues, 
such as the self, self-actualization, health, hope, love, 
creativity, nature, being, becoming, individuality, and 
meaning, features of human capital which had to be 
understood in post-industrial society.

Workers were more motivated by the type 
of people they worked w�h on a team and 
the interest their managers took in their 
work, than their physical environment.

Psy�oanalysis contended that human 
att�ude, mannerism, experience and 
thought are influenced by irrational 
drives rooted in the subconscious.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION

ESTEEM NEEDS

LOVE AND BELONGING NEEDS

SAFETY NEEDS

PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS

The objeive of Gestalt therapy is to enable the 
client to become more fully and creatively alive, free 
from the blo�s and unfini�ed business that may 
dimini� satisfaion, fulfillment and growth, and 
to experiment w�h new ways of being.

YOUR TERMS // ISSUE 26 7
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In 1964, James Bugenthal articulated the basic 
principles of humanistic psychology, which stated 
that:
• Human beings supersede the sum of their parts. 

They cannot be reduced to components;
• Human beings are aware and are aware of being 

aware – i.e., they are conscious;
• Human beings have the ability to make choices and 

therefore have responsibility;
• Human beings are intentional, aim at goals, are 

aware that they cause future events, and seek 
meaning, value, and creativity.

THE HUMAN POTENTIAL MOVEMENT
Humanistic Psychology catalyzed the Human 
Potential Movement (HPM), which was influenced by 
Maslow’s theory of self-actualization as the supreme 
expression of a human’s life. In the mid 1960’s, George 
Leonard, one of HPM’s founders, and editor of Look 
Magazine interviewed 37 psychiatrists, brain 
researchers and philosophers, none of whom said that 
humans use more than 10% of their capacities. 
HPM embraced the concept of cultivating the 
extraordinary potential that lies untapped in all 
people. The proponents of HPM believed that 
through developing human potential humans could 
experience an exceptional quality of life, filled with 
happiness, creativity and fulfillment. Those who begin 
to unleash this assumed potential often find 
themselves assisting others to release their potential, 
cumulatively creating positive social change.

LARGE GROUP AWARENESS TRAINING
Large-group awareness training (LGAT) was offered 
by groups linked with the Human Potential 
Movement, claiming to increase self-awareness and 
bring about desirable transformations in individuals' 
personal lives. The idea behind LGATs was that 
people could change their lives by interpreting the 
way they view external circumstances. An estimated 
1.3 million Americans attended LGAT trainings in the 
1970s and 1980s.

Perhaps the most notable LGAT organizer was Erhard 
Seminars Training (EST), which offered a two-
weekend (60-hour) course from late 1971 to late 1984. 
Participants agreed to follow ground rules, which 
included not wearing watches, not talking until called 
upon, not eating at or leaving their seats to go to the 
bathroom, except during breaks separated by many 
hours. These classroom agreements provided a 
rigorous setting whereby people’s ordinary ways to 
escape confronting their experience of themselves 
were eliminated. As Robert Kiyosaki writes: “During 

SOURCES:  Vikki G. Brock: Grounded Theory of the Roots and Emergence of Coaching (2008)
 Training for the Ancient Olympics | www.historyoftheolympics.net
 Timothy Gallwey’s website | theinnergame.com
 Classical versus behavioral perspectives | www.boundless.com
 The Human Side: Hawthorne | www.boundless.com
 Coaching: A Global Study of Successful Practices | www.opm.gov
 Wikipedia
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the training, it became glaringly clear that most of our 
personal problems begin with our not keeping our 
agreements, not being true to our words, saying one 
thing and doing another. That first full day on the 
simple class agreements was painfully enlightening. It 
became obvious that much of human misery is a 
function of broken agreements.”

THE BIRTH OF MODERN COACHING

THE INNER GAME OF TENNIS
Timothy Gallwey was a nationally ranked tennis player 
and captain of his Harvard University team. During a 
sabbatical from his academic career, he worked as a 
tennis instructor in Monterrey, CA. He soon 
discovered that rather than traditional instructions 
which generated self-criticism and “trying too hard” 
by his students, if he invited them to focus their 
awareness on their strokes, technique evolved 
naturally and seemed to self correct. 

In an interview about his seminal book: The Inner 
Game of Tennis, which became a New York Times 
Bestseller and a catalyst of business coaching as we 
know it, Gallwey recently stated: “People have more 
potential than they think they do. The coach’s job is to 
reduce the interference in order to allow the potential 
to express itself. In order to do that, the coach should 
be able to practice judgment-free awareness, inspire 
self-trust and create clarity of the goal and the choices 
for the coachee to make. We tend to be 99% focused 
on the outer game, while excellence is achieved at the 
balance of the outer and inner games”.

In the years after his book’s release, readers began to 
employ the Inner Game methods to their lives off 
court, and Gallwey started a corporate consulting 
practice. His clients included Apple, AT&T, The Coca 
Cola Company, and Rolls Royce where he applied The 
Inner Game of coaching for Leadership, Sales, Change 
management and Teamwork.

THOMAS J. LEONARD
With the downturn of the economy in the 1990’s, the 
attention of lengthy and expensive group training 
programs started to shift towards individualized, 
tailor made development programs, for which 
coaching fit the bill. The leading pioneer of personal 
coaching in the 1990’s was Thomas J. Leonard, a CPA-
turned master coach, who founded Coach U, 
CoachVille and the two leading international coaching 
organizations: the International Coaching Federation 
(ICF, 1995) and the International Association of 
Coaches (IAC, 2002). Leonard was a prolific author, 
entrepreneur and intellectual, who wrote six books on 
coaching, managed several organizations, and coached 
countless clients, while roaming America in his RV. 

Before tragically dying at age 47 of a heart attack, in 
2003, he formulated his 15 coaching proficiencies, 
including: “Engages in Provocative Conversations”, 
“Reveals the Client to Themselves”, “Elicits 
Greatness”, and twelve others. In 2002, he recorded a 
series of discussions by a group of master coaches of 
these principles, which to date have been unequaled 
in depth of coaching insight and practical value.  
A dozen years after his death, Leonard remains the 
iconic master coach of the modern era.

The idea behind LGATs was that 
people could �ange their lives by 
interpreting the way they view 
external circumstances. 

Human beings are intentional, aim 
at goals, are aware that they cause 
future events, and seek meaning, 
value, and creativ�y.

Mu� of human misery is a 
funion of broken agreements.
Robert Kiyosaki

People have more potential than they 
think they do. The coa�’s job is to 
reduce the interference in order to 
allow the potential to express �self.
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In 1964, James Bugenthal articulated the basic 
principles of humanistic psychology, which stated 
that:
• Human beings supersede the sum of their parts. 

They cannot be reduced to components;
• Human beings are aware and are aware of being 
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escape confronting their experience of themselves 
were eliminated. As Robert Kiyosaki writes: “During 
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Harnessing the Power of Your Herd 

WHO, WHAT, 
WHY, AND HOW…

As I reflect on these questions and observe the impact 
they have on businesses, I find those leaders that 
ascribe to Simon Sinek's view of “Start with Why” have 
better organizational clarity, alignment and 
engagement. By defining a simple yet impactful “why” 
for you organization, or why we exist, sets the 
collective course and guides the organizational 
thinking on the other questions. The best example of 
a stated “why” I have found is Southwest Airlines. In a 
published video titled “Why We Exist” Southwest 
provides a compelling explanation of their why – “to 
connect people with what's most important in their 
lives.” This compelling “why” directs everything else 
they do, from vision, core values, hiring, and strategy. 

Jim Collins emphatically preaches “First Who” in Good 
to Great, but by setting a compelling “why” first serves 
as a magnet and attracts those drawn to the “why” 
and also repels those not aligned. Through an 
impactful “why” the “who” question and 
determination of who gets on the bus becomes both 
clearer and easier. First and foremost those getting on 
the bus must be aligned to the “why” but also must 
aligned with “how”, how we behave, or core values. 

If your company is established, these core values 
already exist, as how you behave everyday truly forms 
your core values, not words carefully selected and 
posted on the wall. As the organization asks the “who” 
question, both alignment to “why” and “how” should 
be used to determine who gets on the bus. By simply 
focusing on “who” without an alignment to “why” and 

“how” could result in great talent but no alignment. 
The pursuit of the most talented and most aligned 
people truly shapes organizational success, but is only 
possible by first focusing on “why” and “how” then 
finding the best “who”.

After defining a simple impactful “why”, solidifying 
“how” or core values, and “who” gets on the bus, we 
are left with the important strategic question of 
“what.” What is our strategic intent? What does our 
organization rely on to win? Often this is the first 
question posed and many organizations place all their 
focus here. Through the clarity and alignment of the 
first three questions, the “what” questions becomes an 
extension of this thinking. As Sinek outlines in his 
Golden Circle concept, strategic intent will flow from 
“why we exist” and the most talented and most 
aligned professionals will be working on new product 
development, manufacturing, marketing, and sales. 

As you move into 2016 spend more time reflecting on 
Why, How, Who, and What…

DAVID QUICK, CEO
HELPING BULLS THRIVE IN CHINA SHOPS 
DAVID@HELPINGBULLS.COM

As children, these interrogatory questions are the basis of our early vocabulary and 
often drive parents crazy as they are used repeatedly in some situations. The nagging 
“why” from a toddler can often be overheard in malls, grocery stores and restaurants 
and parents take a deep breath and try calmly to provide information or answer the 
child's query. But as I work with CEOs and business leaders I realize, much like we tire 
of hearing these questions as parents, we do not reflect enough on these simple 
questions for our businesses, and if we do, we often do so in the wrong order.

Setting a compelling “why” 
serves as a magnet and attras 
those drawn to the “why” and 
repels those not aligned. 

Strate�c intent will flow from “why we exist” and 
the most talented and most aligned professionals 
will be working on new produ development, 
manufauring, marketing, and sales. 
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YOUR TERMS: You mentioned that executive coaching 
has been an important part of your journey. 
How did it benefit you?
GARY LECLAIR: I believe in coaching and have had a 
coach since I turned 50 in 2005. It has helped me 
become a better businessman, father and husband. 
The biggest benefits have been gaining self-awareness 
and the ability to be intentional and control my 
reactions. For several years, my coach had me carry 3 
by 5 cards in my shirt pocket to record my thoughts 
and emotions when I was triggered. For example, I 
tend to have an immediate adverse reaction to 
negativity and weakness. The awareness that I am 
being triggered has allowed me to slow down and 
adjust my reaction based on what I want the outcome 
to be, rather than reacting immediately in a manner 
that might work against my objectives.

Working with my business coach also has helped me 
have more authentic conversations and to focus on 
fixing me rather than others. That reduces frustration 
and improves relationships. Taking personal 
responsibility for improving relationships improves 
results. We can't demand that others love us or trust 
us. We can only work to make ourselves loveable and 
trustworthy. So, if someone doesn't trust you, it 
probably means you're not trustworthy in their eyes. 
Whether they are right or wrong, the best response 
often is to do what you can to make yourself more 
trustworthy. That is within your control. What 
someone else thinks or feels is not.

Coaching doesn't work for everyone, but it has for me. 
I took it seriously, did my homework and almost never 
missed a coaching session over the past 10 years.

Coa�-Approa� Leader of the Month

Gary LeClair is co-founder and Chairman of LeClairRyan, founded in 1988 
as a secur�ies and venture cap�al legal bouti�e advising entrepreneurs and 
emer�ng growth companies. The Firm has since grown from 2 to 400 
attorneys in 25 offices stret�ing from Boston to Atlanta on the East Coast to 
San Francisco to Los Angeles on the West Coast. As of the end of 2015, Gary 
is stepping down as Chairman and board member, but stays w�h the Firm 
as a �areholder, while returning to his passion: helping emer�ng growth 
companies access venture cap�al and grow.

Gary has served as a direor of more than twenty public, private and non- 
profit organizations, including The College of William and Mary. He has 
served as General Counsel for the Greater Ri�mond Chamber of Commerce 
and the Greater Ri�mond Partner��. A former college football player, he 
has coa�ed youth baseball, soccer and ba�etball. He also is a former Head 
Coa� of a Western Wildcats youth football team.

INTERVIEW WITH GARY LECLAIR, CO-FOUNDER 
AND PRINCIPAL SHAREHOLDER OF LECLAIR RYAN

I GOT MY WAY, 
BUT IT WORKED OUT

YT: What do you most appreciate about your coach?
GL: She holds me accountable and provides candid and 
objective feedback. She challenges my thoughts or 
actions that aren't aligned with my business or 
personal objectives or values. She keeps me moving 
toward my goals. She's not a cheerleader, but does 
celebrate when the occasion warrants it.

Coaching also has helped me become a better mentor 
for my partners. It has also helped me do my part in 
LeClairRyan's leadership succession. Our first 
generation, including Dennis Ryan, who retired a 
couple years ago, is passing the baton to the second 
generation.

YT: So what's next? How does this transition fit with 
your personal mission?
GL: We are a values-based organization and among the 
most important values to me is stewardship: to leave 
the Firm strong and capable of thriving without us so 
that those who follow can achieve all we did and 
more. A successful transition from first to second 
generation leadership is essential to stewardship.

Another critical component of succession and 
stewardship is leadership development. I am 
mentoring a dozen partners. We have developed a 
leadership mentoring module and we have four 
trained mentors. We have recorded key components 
of the module that are available for viewing on our 
intranet. For example, we have recorded the 
Challenge Response Competency and Mistake 
Imperative components of the module. I meet with 
my mentees one-on-one once a month, like I have 
been coached. I expect them to embrace the process, 
do their homework and come prepared to sessions. 
That makes it a worthwhile investment of time for 
each of us.

During the past dozen years, my leadership 
responsibilities were a priority over my legal practice. 
I am thrilled to be heading back to working fulltime 
on venture capital and emerging growth companies. 
My practice mission is to be a catalyst for economic 
growth in Richmond through the work I do with 
start-ups and emerging growth companies. I do that 
by advising entrepreneurs on how to raise venture 
capital and how to grow their businesses. This is the 
practice that launched the firm in the late 1980's. 
Since then, we have worked on more than 500 
financing and emerging growth company 

transactions. We have our ear to the ground in the 
venture capital marketplace and have a long 
experience in helping entrepreneurs increase their 
chances of securing capital and growing their 
companies.

YT: What do your sweet spot transactions look like?
GL: I am industry agnostic and have worked on 
everything from manufacturing, to retail, to 
healthcare, to ecommerce to biopharma. 
We work on three categories of emerging growth 
companies. The first is the “Corporate Entrepreneur” 
category, like Elephant Insurance or Compare.com. 
These are start-ups launched by large, established 
companies. They can scale fast and have a huge 
positive economic impact. Capitol One and CarMax 
are other notable examples of this category.

The second and by far the most positive economic 
impact category is “Everyday Companies”. These are 
traditional, low risk businesses, ranging from 
construction companies to professional service 
providers such as investment banks, ad agencies, CPA 
firms and law firms.

The third category gets the most publicity, but 
probably has the lowest economic impact locally and 
the highest risk. These are primarily the technology 
driven start-ups. We're working on deals in this 
category in Bitcoin, Drones, FinTech, EduTech and 
Pharma, among others.

The category of start-up is not nearly as important as 
the start-up's Customer Value Proposition (CVP) and 
Shareholder Value Proposition (SVP). Both are 
required for success if venture capital is being raised. 
The CVP is obvious and nearly all founders do an 
excellent job of developing and articulating it. The 
SVP, by comparison, is often underdeveloped and 
under-articulated in Richmond start-ups, especially 
compared to the SVPs of the typical Silicon Valley 
start-up. Assuming the entrepreneur wants to raise 
capital from investors, for every hour he works on his 
CVP, he should spend an hour on his SVP. 
Entrepreneurs should understand how the 
shareholders will make their expected returns. They 
should manage to the metrics that achieve those 
returns. They should manage to the likely exit. The 
local venture capital support community invests a lot 
of time helping start-ups develop compelling CVPs 
and SVPs, as well as the requisite execution plan.

Taking personal re�onsibil�y for improving 
relation��s improves results. We can't demand 
that others love us or trust us. We can only work 
to make ourselves loveable and trustworthy. 
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YT: Few entrepreneurs can say that by the time they turn 
60, they have built a highly profitable national 
company, groomed and transitioned to succession 
management and are still involved doing pieces of the 
work they enjoy as largest shareholder. What is your 
vision of the next 20 years?
GL: First, time will tell if I’m one of those few 
entrepreneurs. Those who care to do so can judge my 
entrepreneurial success graveside. In the meantime, I 
plan on practicing law until at least age 72. We suggest 
to our colleagues that age 72 is the new normal 
retirement age. When the age 65 retirement age was 
established, the average life span was 67. Now, if a 
couple makes it to 65, chances are one of them will 
make it into their 90s. I enjoy what I do, working with 
great lawyers and fascinating entrepreneurs, so I'm 
looking forward to the next 12 years.

Eventually, but not any time soon, I will spend more 
time with our grandchildren and at our olive farm in 
the South of France. My wife is already spending 
about half a year there.

YT: Looking back on your career, what would you do 
differently if you were starting over?
GL: While I believe in learning from mistakes, there's 
no gain in allocating time to “what ifs”. “Regret” is not 
a healthy emotion and we've tried to live our lives so 
that we could avoid it. For example, we have 5 
children and as they were growing up, we always 
allocated the time to be involved in their lives, to go 
on family vacations every year and to support them in 
their activities. Thankfully, they all are now launched 
in careers and doing well.

I have made many, many mistakes. Hopefully, I've 
learned from many of them. Embracing mistakes as 
learning opportunities is part of our culture. We have 
a culture of learning, not blame. We encourage our 
colleagues to move quickly with a “ready, fire, aim” 
approach to our business. That results in lots of 
mistakes, so we have to admit them quickly, learn and 
adjust as appropriate. That's the essence of being 
entrepreneurial. Our annual State of the Firm Report 
to our shareholders includes several pages about the 
mistakes we made during the year and how we are 
taking advantage of them to improve the firm.

On a personal level, my biggest mistakes have 
probably been some of the things I said over the years. 
I wasn't as compassionate and kind as I could have 
been and was too often insensitive or aggressive. I'm 
very rational, and have not been as empathetic as I 
could have been with more emotional colleagues.

I have learned over the years that what I'm accused of, 
I'm often guilty of. And, being guilty of what you are 
accused of isn't necessarily a bad thing. I've been 
accused shooting from the hip and of pushing the 
team too hard and never being satisfied. That's fair. It 
was intentional. I have a fast reaction gene and I am 
relentless. My style is not to sleep on a decision. 

I beleive an okay plan violently executed this week 
beats a perfect plan well executed next week. I also 
don't believe leaders should ever be satisfied. We 
should be on an endless journey of continuous 
improvement. It's okay to be pleased, but never okay 
to be satisfied. If you're satisfied, you should hang up 
your leadership cleats. Still, I could have let my 
colleagues know more often how pleased I was. That 
can be done without taking the foot off the gas.

I also have been accused of always getting my way as a 
leader. That's fair. I did my homework, weighed all the 
pluses and minuses and vigorously pushed my views. 
One group awarded me with a baseball bat in 
recognition of my style. So, I got my way and that, I 
think, has often worked out okay. But again, there are 
ways to bring the entire team along other than my 
“lead, follow or get out of the way” command style.

As in fashion, art, music and architecture, there are 
many successful styles of leadership. My transition 
will remove me from the leadership room and allow 
our second generation to develop their own style. We 
have great partners and I am confident that they will 
settle on their own winning style for our Firm going 
forward.

We encourage our colleagues to move �i�ly w�h a “ready, fire, 
aim” approa� to our business. That results in lots of mistakes, so 
we have to adm� them �i�ly, learn and adjust as appropriate. 
That's the essence of being entrepreneurial. 

I’ve also noticed that human beings have short 
memories.  We have short memories when it comes to 
remembering what got us where we are. We have 
short memories when it comes to remembering the 
struggle of getting into our “comfort” zones. We have 
short memories regarding the people who helped us 
get where we are. We have short memories of the hard 
work that propelled us to success. 
 
Somewhere along the path, people who have had 
success become entitled.  We feel entitled to certain 
privileges, we feel entitled to certain access, we feel 
entitled to a certain way of life.  Change threatens 
that way of life and we will spare no expense to 
protect what we think we “have”. The funny thing 
about this notion is we never really “have” anything.  
Change is all around us.  It’s happening whether we 
want it or not. The world doesn’t wait for us.  
Somewhere, someone is outworking us. Somewhere 

else someone is coming up with a way to disrupt our 
way of life.  Somewhere someone is taking a risk and 
we are hesitating. 
 
So my message to you is to grab the prize wheel.  Spin 
the prize wheel. Take a risk. Embrace change. 
Embrace learning. You aren’t entitled to success; you 
must spin the wheel every day if you want to be 
successful. If you don’t, remember someone else is 
already doing it.
 

SPIN THE 
PRIZE WHEEL

In my 36 years, I’ve noticed several things that I find 
intriguing about the human experience. Comfort 
causes complacency. Human beings get comfortable 
and most reject any notion of disruption to this 
comfort zone. Change is a necessary component of 
growth and necessary for the survival of our species. 
Being uncomfortable is healthy. 

He who rejes �ange is the ar��e of decay. The only 
human inst�ution, whi� rejes progress, is the cemetery. 

Harold Wilson

SHANE BURNETTE
SHANE@PERKINSONHOMES.COM
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The world dœsn’t wa� for us.  
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And, being guilty of what you are 
accused of isn't necessarily a bad thing.
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NO ROOM 
TO TWEAK IT 
FURTHER

The entrepreneur gets excited about an idea, e.g. the 
“Better Mousetrap”. He visualizes how that mousetrap 
is going to fill a gap in the rodent-elimination market. 
How it is going to make mouse-prevention more 
effective, efficient or cheaper. The entrep becomes 
super-excited about his discovery.

His next step is to figure out what alternatives exist to 
the Better Mousetrap (BM) in the market. How much 
money people would be willing to pay to get rid of 
mice? What it would cost to produce the BM 
profitably? How can the BM be produced cheaper, if 
there is not enough profit margin in it? How to 
distribute the BM? What would be the logistics? How 
to manufacture it? What investment is required? How 
long to break-even? How to fund the BM production? 
How to market the BM profitably? Etc.

If the answer to any of the above questions is negative, 
the entrepreneur has to tweak the product, the 
process, the positioning or the marketing… until he 
maneuvered it to the “zone of feasibility”. This is where 
the product can be manufactured, distributed and 
marketed profitably and in a sustainable and scalable 
fashion. (At least, for now.)

If BM ticks all the boxes, than the entrepreneur can 
shift his thinking from creating a profitable product to 
growing his business. He can focus on increasing 
profits by spreading the overhead over a larger 
production volume. This thinking will allow him to 
make the proactive tweaks to improve market share 
and margins. These are the expansionist tweaks.

If the profitability is high, competitors will soon catch 
on, eroding it. Sometimes it's not the competitors but 
the environment that changes. A substitute product 
appears (remember what cell phones did to phone 
booths?), a disruptor emerges (think Uber vs. Yellow 
Cab) or market demand dries up (e.g investors pulling 
out of emerging markets). The entrepreneur will keep 
tweaking the product, the process, the marketing, to 
try and maintain his position. These are the defensive 
tweaks.

When the magnitude of changes in the environment 
reaches an inflection point, the entrepreneur will 
eventually run out of feasible tweaks. Tweaks will 

become too expensive or ineffective and the business 
owner may have to pull out of the market altogether. 
He must know when to quit, and it is hard... very hard. 
– More about this at another time.

If no more tweaks are possible, than the business has 
failed. This happened with my investment banking 
business in 2013. The environment has changed, 
investors were pulling out and I got sick of tweaking by 
shrinking, or maintaining the business by taking on 
more personal risk. It made no sense anymore. I saw 
no realistic scenario to get to my vision with the 
business. Ever. It was time to cash my chips. 
Fortunately, someone came along who had a vision 
and a plan to tweak the business further. The business 
failed as I knew it, but it could evolve under the wings 
of another entrepreneur.

So what if the business fails. Is this a problem?

Not if the entrepreneur quits in time. If he preserves 
his capital, he can give himself another chance. He 
stops tweaking an unviable business and shifts to 
tweaking his career instead. Or he nurtures a new idea, 
develops a new vision and starts a new venture from 
the ground up. Starting small allows him to manage 
his risk until he has tweaked his new idea into a viable 
product or service. Then he is back in business.

So when does the entrepreneur fail?

Only when he runs out of money and/or loses the 
desire to get back in the game. If it is just the desire, he 
retires to managing properties. If it is just the money, 
he makes a slow comeback. If it is both, he ends up 
tapping beer or sweeping streets.

STEVE PREDA | STEVE@ENTREPCOACHES.COM 
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Steve Preda invites you to a Peer Group 
Meeting to hear from Vistage speaker 
Alok Kalia on “Guided Tour Inside the Body”.

Join Vistage Chair Steve Preda and Vistage senior executive members 
at our January group meeting where you will learn about the hottest 
topics in health and longevity and experience first hand how a senior 
executives peer group can help you become a better leader and make 
better decisions.

7:30 am  Networking and Continental Breakfast
7:50 am  Welcome and Introductions
8:00 am  Alok Kalia: “Guided Tour Inside the Body”
11:00 am Group Discussion
11:30 am Wrap Up
 
Founded in 1957, Vistage assembles and facilitates private advisory 
boards for CEOs, senior executives and business owners. More than 
20,000 Vistage members participate in monthly, Chair-led private 
advisory board meetings. 

Date:
thJanuary 26 , 2016

7:30–11:30 am

Location:
Salisbury Country Club
13620 W. Salisbury Road
Midlothian, VA, 23113

Steve Preda
Steve.Preda@vistagechair.com

Private advisory boards for CEOs, 
executives and business owners.

Invitation Only
Seating is limited for this event.
RSVP to: steve.preda@vistagechair.com 


